SPRING
TO
LIFE
FRESH STARTS 2021

:

QUALITY MEDICAL

EVERY COLOR:
SIZE, & STYLE
NEW SPRING LOOKS FROM DICKIES

CLOTHES
FOR WORK

THAT MATTERS
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RETRO

Emilie is 5’9½” and wears an X-Large top and bottom. | Cover: Deaven is 6’2” and wears a Medium top and Medium/Tall bottom.

DYNAMIX

BALANCE

EDS
ESSENTIALS

EDS
PRINTS
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sizes:

Women XXS-3XL
Men XS-3XL

fabric:

94 Poly/6 Spandex
Crosshatch Dobby

EDGY
VIBRANT
YOUTHFUL
COOL

AUTHENTIC

left:
Gabby is 5’8”
and wears an
X-Small top
and bottom.
right:
Tyler is 6’0”
and wears a
Medium top
and bottom.

DICKIES STYLE,
REINVENTED

available colors:

10
0
3
new colors:

There’s a hint of hipster stitched into every
Dickies Retro day. With throwback prints
[OH[WLLRV\[MYVTWVJRL[ZJ\ɈZZSLL]LZ
HUKOLTZVM\ILY[YLUK`Z[`SLZ9L[YVUL]LY
SL[Z`V\MVYNL[OV^JVVS`V\HYLPUZPKL
*YHM[LKMYVTSPNO[^LPNO[TVPZ[\YL
^PJRPUNOPNO[LJOWLYMVYTHUJLMHIYPJZ
9L[YV»ZÅH[[LYPUNÄ[ZVɈLYQ\Z[[OLYPNO[
KLNYLLVMZ[YL[JO>P[O+PJRPLZ9L[YV`V\»]L
HS^H`ZNV[HSP[[SLZVTL[OPUN[\JRLK\W
`V\YZSLL]LZV`V\JHURLLW`V\YJVVSUV
TH[[LY^OH[RPUKVMKH``V\»YLOH]PUN
Check out this season’s new Mock Wrap
;VW4PK9PZL7\SS6U7HU[HUK=5LJR
Top for Men.

new styles:

DK780, DK035,
& DK930
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left:
Jessica is 5’10½”
and wears an X-Large
top and bottom.

RETRO: THE BASICS OF KEEPING YOUR COOL.

right:
Alencia is 5’10” and
wears an X-Small top
and bottom.

a.DK515
Snap Front Jumper
in Navy (NAV)
(limited availability)
b.DK050
Mid Rise Jogger Pant
in Ciel (CIE)
c.DK311
Zip Front Jacket
in Royal (ROY)

e.DK360
Men’s Zip Front Bomber
Jacket in Black (BLK)
f.DK810
Men’s V-Neck
Top in Ciel (CIE)
g.DK055
Men’s Natural Rise
Zip Fly Pant
in Ciel (CIE)

d.DK790
V-Neck Top in Ciel (CIE)

THE BASICS
24//7//365
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RETRO: WOMEN’S SPRING 2021
Julia is 5’8” and wears an X-Small top and bottom.
Shoulder and back
yokes for a ﬂattering ﬁt
Comfy rib-knit
waistband
detailed with
retro elastic
ﬁnish

Two front
patch pockets
and two back
pockets for
easy access

One utility
pocket for
tuck-away
tools

Two cargo
pockets for
tuck-away
toting

Peek-a-boo
retro detailing
at hem and
side vents
reveals your
inner cool

Front princess
seams

A separate zip
pocket keeps
necessities safe

A pair of front
angled pockets
for easy access

Shirttail hem

WOMEN’S

BASICS 21FOR
SPRING
a.DK780
Mock Wrap Top
in Black (BLK)

b.DK780
Mock Wrap Top in
Ciel Blue (CIE)

c.DK035
Mid Rise Pull-On
Pant in Black (BLK)
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RETRO: MEN’S SPRING 2021
Bryce is 6’0” and wears a Medium top and bottom.

One zip chest
pocket to keep
necessities safe
Peek-a-boo
Retro lining in
chest pocket

MEN’S

Shoulder and
back yokes for
reinforcement and
the perfect ﬁt

BASICS 21FOR
SPRING
a.DK930
V-Neck Top
in Pewter (PWT)

b.DK055
Natural Rise
Zip Fly Pant
in Black (BLK)

c.DK810
V-Neck Top
in Navy (NAV)

One top entry
chest pocket for
the quick grab

Zip ﬂy and
button closure
with adjustable
inner drawstring

Elastic back
waistband with
belt loops

Peek-a-boo
Retro lining in
back pockets
Two back welt
pockets for the
quick tuck-away

Two in-seam
pockets for
easy access

Angled front
seams for a
sporty look

Two front pockets
+ one coin pocket
for easy access

Roomy cargo
pocket for storage
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sizes:

Women XXS-5XL
Men XS-3XL

Nate is 6’2½” and wears a Medium top and Medium/Tall bottom.
fabric:

91 Poly/9 Spandex
Textured Dobby

available colors:

SCRUBS
left:
Alencia is 5’10” and
wears an X-Small top
and bottom.
right:
Candace is 5’8½” and
wears an X-Small top
and bottom.

21
THAT
3
DON’T STAND
STILL 8
5
new colors:

new prints:

>OLUL]LY`KH`KLTHUKZ[OH[`V\NL[PUNLHY
HUKOP[[OLNYV\UKY\UUPUN`V\»]LNV[[VOH]L
work wear that’s as dynamic as you are. Made
^P[O[OLZHTLOPNOWLYMVYTHUJLMV\Y^H`Z[YL[JO
MHIYPJHZWYLTP\TH[OSL[PJ^LHY`L[KLZPNULK
ZWLJPÄJHSS`MVYOLHS[OJHYL^VYRLYZHUKLX\PWWLK
^P[O[OLMLH[\YLZ`V\YLS`VU+`UHTP_VɈLYZÄ[
MLLSHUKM\UJ[PVUHSP[`[OH[NL[\WHUKNV·HUK
RLLWNVPUN3PNO[^LPNO[YLZWVUZP]LTVPZ[\YL
^PJRPUNHUKZ[YH[LNPJHSS`WVJRL[LK`V\JHU
JV\U[VU+`UHTP_[VTV]L^P[O`V\PM`V\»YLVU
[OLTV]L6U[OLNV^OLYL]LY`V\NV·HUKUV^
PUZWYPUN»ZTVZ[^PUUPUNJVSVYZ

new styles:

DK621, DK121,
DK312, DK111,
& DK860
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DYNAMIX: WOMEN’S SPRING 2021
Julia is 5’8” and wears an X-Small top and bottom.

Jessica is 5’10½” and wears an X-Large top and bottom.

Fashion-fresh
contrasting
neckband and
yokes

One zip-closure
pocket on left
sleeve keeps
necessities safe

Front and back
princess lines

SPRING
SENSATIONS

Two front patch
pockets for
easy access

Side vents
designed
to work
with you

IN COOLCITRUS

Shirttail hem

Gimme-5 pockets:
Five pockets perfect
for everyday carry

Exterior drawstring
with adjustable
inner drawstring

a.DK740
Mélange V-Neck top in
Cool Citrus (CLCI)
b.DK130
Mid Rise Drawstring Pant
in Cool Citrus (CLCI)
Stretch side panels
and side vents designed
to work with you

c.DK602
Rainbow Party
V-Neck Top (RAPY)
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DYNAMIX: WOMEN’S SPRING 2021
left:
Jessica is 5’10½”
and wears an X-Large
top and bottom.
right:
Alencia is 5’10”
and wears an X-Small
top and bottom.

a.DK732 | ELLD
Electric Leopard
This citrus spin on a leopard
print brings a burst of
lemon-lime freshness to all
your navy blues.
b.DK185
Natural Rise Jogger in
Navy (NAV)

STAND
OUT

Four bold new prints
complement Spring’s
cool new green.
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DYNAMIX: WOMEN’S SPRING 2021
a.DK602 | RAPY
Rainbow Party
With a color-pop of confetti
against a night-black
background, the Rainbow
Party top lives up to its
name. It also coordinates
with the season’s featured
colors, giving you plenty of
occasions to celebrate.

a.DK766 | GRPO
Grunge Pop
Simultaneously mysterious
and bright, Grunge Pop
evokes the Seattle scene
and the classic music of
the 1990s.

b.DK740
Mélange V-Neck
Top in Tangelo
(TNGL)

Julia is 5’8” and wears an X-Small top and bottom.

Candace is 5’8½” and wears an X-Small top and bottom.

c.DK185
Natural Rise
Jogger in Pewter
(PWT)
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2021
CAPSULE
COLLECTION
DYNAMIX:
WOMEN’S SPRING
2021
Candace is 5’9” and wears an X-Small bottom and top. | Alencia is 5’9” and wears a Small bottom and X-Small top.
Julia is 5’8” and wears an X-Small top and bottom.

Fashion-fresh
contrasting trim
at waist and
pockets

a.DK608 | BMSB
Blooms So Bright

Comfy knit
waistband with
adjustable inner
drawstring

Cool Citrus blossoms
accented with Teal and
White turn this season’s
featured colors into a
wearable mix-and-match
bouquet that’s sure to
put a spring in your step.
b.DK185
Natural Rise Jogger in
Teal (TLB)
lower left: Inﬁnity Dart
Sterling (STLG) mesh
bootie sneaker

Two front welt
and two back
patch pockets
for easy access

Two cargo
pockets for
tuck-away
toting

SPRING INTO
ACTION!
Rib-knit cuffs
mean there’s no
reason to trip

Hit the spring running
with these fresh,
pocket-packed joggers
in a winning shade of
Teal that pair perfectly
with this season’s
Citrus Cool.
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DYNAMIX: WOMEN’S 2021 CAPSULE COLLECTION

Front and back
yoke seams

left:
Candace is 5’8½”
and wears an
X-Small top
and bottom.

Pewter and
Heather Grey
color-blocking
works within—
and beyond—
collection

right:
Alencia is 5’10”
and wears an
X-Small top
and bottom.

a.DK312
Zip Front
Bomber Jacket
(HTPT)
b. DK121/P
Mid Rise
Pull-On Pant
(HTPT)
c. DK621
Rounded
V-Neck Top
(HTPT)
d.DK740
Mélange V-Neck
Top in Tangelo
(TNGL)

Tangelo tripleneedle stitching
adds a color
pop and ties to
collection

Comfy
rib-knit cuffs
Encased elastic
hem means
never looking
rough around
the edges

MIX,MATCH,
MAKE
ALL
THE
&

RIGHT MOVES

What’s a
bomber jacket
without a pair of
front pockets?

Flat-front
waistband with
rib-knit back

Introducing Dickies’ ﬁrst capsule
collection—a trio of limited-edition
coordinated separates that serve
as a splashy fashion foundation
you can build on. Designed across
the beloved Dynamix line, we
created these pieces to coordinate
with the season’s featured colors,
so you can mix-and-match and
stay ﬂawlessly fashion-fresh.

Two front and
two back patch
pockets for
easy access

Tangelo tripleneedle stitching
adds a color pop

One cargo pocket with
zip-closure compartment
for tuck-away toting

Pewter and Heather
Grey color-blocking
works within—and
beyond—collection

25
Rounded V-neck
gives you room
to breathe with a
stylish swoop

DYNAMIX: WOMEN’S 2021 CAPSULE COLLECTION

Pewter and Heather
Grey color-blocking
works within—and
beyond—collection

Stretch ID badge
loop on right
shoulder yoke

Tangelo tripleneedle stitching
adds a color
pop and ties to
collection

Alexis is 5’9”
and wears an
X-Small top
and bottom.

a.DK740
Mélange
V-Neck Top in
Tangelo (TNGL)

Front shoulder and
back yoke seams
for a ﬂattering ﬁt

b.DK621
Rounded
V-Neck Top
(HTPT)

With the style and sensibility of high-end
athleisure wear, Dickies’ 2021 Capsule collection
is a fresh take on a modern classic.

Two front patch
pockets for easy
access

Shirttail hem

Alencia is 5’10”
and wears an
X-Small top
and bottom.

ROUND THE
CORNERS

Side vents
designed to
work with you

You can think of our new curved
neckline as a V-Neck softened
with a stylish swoop.
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DYNAMIX: WOMEN’S SPRING 2021

Gimme-5 pockets:
Five pockets
perfect for
everyday carry

Fashion-fresh
contrasting
neckband and
yokes

Comfy rib-knit
waistband with
outer adjustable
drawstring
One zip-closure
pocket on left
sleeve keeps
necessities safe

Comfy encasedelastic waistband
with outer adjustable
drawstring

Two front slash
and two back
patch pockets
for easy access

Front and back
princess lines
One cargo
pocket for
tuck-away
toting

TANGELO

Two front patch
pockets for easy
access

Spring 2021 is all about freshness, and tangy
Tangelo adds a zippy ray of sunshine to this
the season’s citrus mix.

Side ankle zippers
for venting and
easy on-and-off
Side vents
designed to
work with you
Shirttail hem

a.DK130
b.DK740
Mid Rise
Mélange V-Neck
Drawstring Pant in Top in Tangelo
Tangelo (TNGL)
(TNGL)
page 27, top:
Inﬁnity Bolt Color Carnival (COCV)
Mesh Bootie Sneaker

Side panels and
vents designed to
work with you

Alencia is 5’10” and
wears an X-Small top
and bottom.

c.DK190
Natural Rise
Skinny Drawstring
Pant in Black
(BLK)
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DYNAMIX: WOMEN’S SPRING 2021

left:
Alexis is 5’9”
and wears an
X-Small top
and bottom.
right:
Kortnie is 5’10½”
and wears an
X-Large top
and bottom.

a. DK838 | FASR
Fading Starlight

HOT PINK+
TANGELO

b. DK732 | FAWF
Fast Forward Floral

Like the ﬁrst peek
of sunrise in a starry
sky, this print
reﬂects the perfect
fade from Tangelo
to deep Hot Pink.

Fast forward to
bold with print full of
contrasting contours
and colors with smart
Pewter sleeves.

Alexis is 5’9”
and wears an
X-Small top
and bottom.

Julia is 5’8”
and wears an
X-Small top
and bottom.

HAVE FINALLY MET THEIR MATCH
The season’s hottest colors
now appear in print.
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DYNAMIX: MEN’S SPRING 2021

ZIP IT!

Stretch ID badge
loop on left
shoulder yoke

All the breathing room
you want with sporty
zip collars.

Partial zip neck
lets you control
the neck room

One zipclosure chest
pocket keeps
necessities safe

Rib-knit side and
underarm panels
designed to work
with you

a.DK860
Popover Top
in Black (BLK)
b.DK860
Popover Top
in Navy (NAV)

Deaven is 6’2”
and wears a
Medium top and
Medium/Tall
bottom.

lower left:
Cherokee Workwear
Revolution Tech
Face Coverings
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DYNAMIX: MEN’S SPRING 2021

GET
FRESH!
Nate is 6’2½” and
wears a Medium
top and Medium/
Tall bottom.

Spring is in the air—and
in the new prints that
you wear.

a. DK607 | GLFT
Glow For It
Get your glow on with
this bright, dappled,
olive-to-ombre print top.
lower right: Inﬁnity Men’s
Rush slip-on canvas
shoe in Pewter

GO FOR
THE GLOW!
Glow For It looks great with
our core colors Black, Pewter,
and Olive.
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2021 CAPSULE COLLECTION

DYNAMIX: MEN’S SPRING 2021

Candace is 5’9” and wears an X-Small bottom and top. | Alencia is 5’9” and wears a Small bottom and X-Small top.

Comfy rib-knit
waistband with
adjustable inner
drawstring

Back yoke seam
for a ﬂattering ﬁt

Two in-seam
back pockets for
easy access
Two front zip-closure
pockets to keep
necessities safe

Stylized angled
stitching at knee

One zip-closure
cargo pocket for
safe tuck-away
toting

Rib-knit cuffs
mean there’s no
reason to trip

Bryce is 6’0” and
wears a Medium top
and bottom.

b. DK611 | LEUP
Line Up
Hints of camo
on a background
of dark blue.

JOGGERS

Add a sporty edge to any
of our new Spring prints.
a.DK111
Natural Rise Jogger in Black (BLK)
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sizes:

Women XXS-5XL
Men XS-5XL

fabric:

77 Poly/20 Rayon/
3 Spandex Twill

available colors:

STRIKE

14
1
3
new colors:

new syles:

DK212, DK812
DK840

Nate is 6’2½”
and wears a
Medium top and
Medium/Tall bottom.

THE PERFECT

BALANCE
-VYL]LY`VULIHSHUJPUN
[OLPY^VYRHUKSPML
V\YWVW\SHY)HSHUJL
JVSSLJ[PVUPZ^VYR^LHY
[OH[NL[ZP[YPNO[

-SH[[LYPUNM\UJ[PVUHS
SPNO[^LPNO[HUKHSSKH`
JVTMVY[HISL[OPZ:WYPUN
VɈLYZHJVSSLJ[PVUVM
UL^Z[`SLZ[VMYLZOLU\W
`V\YHJ[(]HPSHISLPU
[OLM\SSYHUNLVMZPaLZ
\W[V?3
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BALANCE: SPRING 2021 MINI COLLECTION-PINK FLAMINGO

GET IN
THE PINK!

[d]

[c]

In health or in life, being in the pink means
you’re at the top of your game. With sporty
Pewter trim and contrasting waistbands,
the Balance Pink Flamingo collection is
happy, healthy, and ready for anything.
Amber is 5’9” and
wears an X-Large
top and bottom.
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BALANCE: WOMEN’S SPRING 2021
Stretch ID badge
loop on right
shoulder yoke

Juila is 5’8” and wears an X-Small bottom and top.

Alexis is 5’9” and
wears an X-Small
top and bottom.

WOMEN’S
BASICS 21FOR
SPRING
a.DK840
Mock Wrap Top in
Wine (WIN)

Shoulder and
back yoke seams
for a ﬂattering ﬁt

Sleeve
vents allow
for greater
movement
throughout
the day

One zip-closure
front pocket to
keep necessities
safe

Two angled front
patch pockets for
easy access

Rib-knit side
panels and inset
at neckline for
comfort and a
sporty edge

Shirttail hem

Alencia is 5’10” and wears an X-Small top and bottom.
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BALANCE: WOMEN’S SPRING 2021

Back yoke for a
ﬂattering ﬁt
Rib-knit neck
and back side
panels for
comfort and a
sporty edge

WOMEN’S
BASICS 21FOR
SPRING
a.DK812
V-Neck top with
Rib-Knit Panels
in Navy (NAV)

b.DK212
Mid Rise
Drawstring Pant
in Navy (NAV)

On V-Neck
Top: Cherokee
Workwear
Revolution Tech
Face Coverings

One chest pocket
for easy access

Elastic waistband
with adjustable
outer drawstring

Two front pockets
and one back
patch pocket for
easy access

Shirttail hem

Jessica is
5’10½” and
wears an X-Large
top and bottom.

One cargo pocket
for tuck-away toting

Inseam ankle
vents designed
to work with you

Jessica is 5’11” and
wears an X-Large
top and X-Large
bottoms.
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sizes:

Women XXS-6XL
Men XS-6XL

fabric:

Offering performance, value, and signature Dickies
style, EDS Essentials are made from a soft,
lightweight, moisture-wicking fabric with scratch-free,
tagless inner labeling—because we understand that
your comfort is essential too.
For Spring, we added a comfy jogger and upgraded
versions of favorite styles in a full spectrum of colors.

Mike is 6’0”
and wears an
X-Large top
and bottom.

ESSENTIAL
GEAR FOR
ESSENTIAL
WORKERS

95 Poly/ 5 Spandex Poplin

available colors:

21
1
1
new colors:

new syles:

DK065

left: Alexis is 5’9” and wears an X-Small top and bottom.
right: Christian is 6’3” and wears a Medium top and Medium/Tall bottom.
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EDS ESSENTIALS: WOMEN’S SPRING 2021

WOMEN’S
BASICS 21FOR
SPRING
a.DK615
V-Neck in Khaki
(KAK)

Shoulder yokes
for a ﬂattering ﬁt

Two instrument
loops with
securing snap at
right shoulder

b.DK005
Natural Rise
Pull-On Cargo Pant
in Khaki (KAK)

Instrument loops
inside left pocket
Comfy rib-knit
elastic waistband

SPRING
INTO KHAKI:

Side vents
designed to
work with you

This beloved classic neutral
joins the ranks this Spring.

Two front and
two back patch
pockets
Two patch
pockets for
easy access

Side vents
designed to
work with you

Pen
compartment
with utility loop

left:
Julia is 5’8” and
wears an X-Small
top and bottom.
right:
Emilie is 5’9½”
and wears an
X-Large top
and bottom.

Two cargo
pockets for
tuck-away
toting
One accessory
pocket

Tia is 5’9” and
wears an X-Small
top and bottom.

Throw in Fall 20’s
Nature Camo V-Neck
from EDS Prints (DK617)
to add some ﬂair to
your new Khaki basics.

Utility twill-tape
instrument loops
on right cargo
pocket
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EDS ESSENTIALS: MEN’S SPRING 2021
The camel in
this camouﬂage
print looks great
with Khaki.

Jesse is 6’1½’’
and wears a
Medium top
and bottom.

Back yoke and
center back seam
for reinforcement
and the perfect ﬁt
Utility twill tape
instrument loops
on left sleeve

Pen compartment
with utility loop

One chest pocket
for the quick grab

Two front and
two back patch
pockets for easy
access

Two cargo
pockets for tuckaway toting

Elastic back
waistband with
ﬁve belt loops
Zip ﬂy and button
closure with
adjustable inner
drawstring

Side vents
designed to work
with you

Utility twill-tape
instrument loops

Side vents
designed to
work with you

Deaven is 6’2”
and wears a
Medium top
and Medium/
Tall bottom.

a.DK015
Natural Rise
Zip Fly Pant
in Khaki (KAK)
b.DK635
V-Neck Top in
Khaki (KAK)

c. DK725 | CMFG
Camel-ﬂage
This fun, conversational
camo print pairs well
with new EDS Essentials
color Khaki and existing
colors Olive and Pewter.

MEN’S
BASICS 21FOR
SPRING
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EDS PRINTS | SPRING 2021: FLORAL THROW BACK
Comfy rib-knit
waistband with
adjustable inner
drawstring

a. DK656 | FLTB
Floral Throwback

With 11 new limited-edition
prints, EDS Prints add an
essential bit of fun.

This Japanese-inspired
ﬂoral print is a musthave look for Spring.
Pair it with an EDS
Essentials jogger in Navy
or Black for a fresh new
Spring look.

Two front and two
back pockets for
easy access

b.DK065
Mid Rise Jogger in
Black (BAPS)
sizes:

Women XXS-5XL
Men XS-5XL

fabric:

SOMETIMES
IT’S ESSENTIAL
TO HAVE A
LITTLE FUN
Amber is 5’9” and
wears an X-Large
top and bottom.

97 Cotton/3 Spandex
Poplin, 94 Poly/6 Spandex
Poplin

Two cargo
pockets for tuckaway toting

Paige is 5’9”
and wears an
X-Small top and
Small bottom.

prints:

11

Logo twill-tape
instrument loops
inside right cargo
pocket

Comfy rib-knit
cuffs mean there’s
no reason to trip

The EDS Essentials
jogger is equipped
for work—but pair it
with a print and it’s
a lot of fun.
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EDS PRINTS | SPRING 2021: SLOW MAGICAL

Jessica is 5’10½”
and wears an
X-Large top
and bottom.

PRETTY
FUN
EDS Essentials and
Signature styles are
equipped for serious
business—but pair
them with a print
and they’re a whole
lot of fun.

a.DK306 and
b.DK700 | SOML
Slow Magical
What do you get when you
mix a sloth and a unicorn?
Absolute magic. Complete
the look with scrubs in White
and Turquoise.
c.DK615
V-Neck Top
in Turquoise (TRQ)
d.DK005
Natural Rise
Pull-On Cargo Pant
in White (WTPS)
lower right:
Inﬁnity Dart Polychrome
(POPCM) mesh bootie
sneaker
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EDS PRINTS | SPRING 2021: A DIFFERENT BEAT

Alencia is 5’10” and
wears an X-Small top
and bottom.

Julia is 5’8” and
wears an X-Small
top and bottom.

a.DK700 and
b.DK306 | ABET
A Different Beat
Show your support
with this sweet unicorn
print to wear during
Autism Awareness
month or year-round.
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EDS PRINTS | SPRING 2021: SU-PURR CAT
left:
Paige is 5’9” and
wears an X-Small top
and Small bottom.

Let everyone
know you’re
the cat’s meow
in this adorable
print top.

a.DK852 | SUPC
Su-purr Cat
Join this caped cat crusader
in spreading furry cheer
everywhere. Pair it with a
jogger in Ciel for a purr-fect
Spring look.
b.DK065
Mid Rise Jogger
in Ciel (CIPS)

Red trim adds a
punch of color.

right:
Vanessa is 5’7” and
wears an X-Small top
and bottom.
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EDS PRINTS | SPRING 2021: FLOSSED IN SPACE

left:
Julia is 5’8”
and wears an
X-Small top
and bottom.
lower right:
Alencia is 5’10”
and wears an
X-Small top
and bottom.

a.DK309 and
b.DK616 | FLAE
Flossed in Space
Intrepid molars poised for
action in a starry Navy sky.
Add a Turquoise or White
pant to complete the look.
c.DK005
Natural Rise Pull-On Cargo
pant in Turquoise (TRQ)

May the ﬂoss be
with you in this
fun dental print.
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EDS PRINTS | SPRING 2021: JUNGLE FLUTTER

Tropical ﬂowers
and butterﬂies
star in this fun
and feminine print.

EDS PRINTS | SPRING 2021: MATCHING HATS & PRINTS
Vanessa is 5’7”
and wears an
X-Small top
and bottom.

a.DK616 | WIWY
Wild and Washy
V-Neck
b.DK509 | WIWY
Wild and Washy
Hat

Tia is 5’9” and
wears an X-Small
top and bottom.

Pink and black with
leopard spots, this
print looks great in
both the top and
matching scrub hat.

MATCHING SETS THAT
KEEP YOU COVERED

Paige is 5’9”
and wears an
X-Small top and
Small bottom.

a.DK721 | JUFT
Jungle Flutter
Butterﬂies ﬂutter in
a ﬁeld of Teal, White,
and Turquoise ﬂorals.
The print looks fantastic
paired with White,
Hunter, and Royal Blue.

a.DK700 | STYT
Stay On Tropic
V-Neck
b.DK500 | STYT
Stay On Tropic
Bouffant Hat
Delicate citrus-colored
daisies shine bright for
a can’t-miss top with
matching scrub hat.
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EDS PRINTS | SPRING 2021: BRIGHT LIKE A DINO
Julia is 5’8” and wears an X-Small top and bottom.

a.DK709 | BTLD
Bright Like A Dino
Brightly colored dinos roar
to life in this new print.
Make them roar even
louder with any of our new
Dynamix pants in Tangelo
or Cool Citrus.

EDS PRINTS | SPRING 2021: DOWNWARD DOGS
Ella is 5’9” and wears an X-Small top and Small bottom.

Keep a paw-sitive
outlook wherever
you go.

b.DK615
V-Neck top in
Hot Pink (HPKZ)

[a]

a.DK704 | DWDG
Downward Dogs
Yoga class has gone to
the dogs – and cats – in
this whimsical, wonderful
print. Pair it with Hot Pink
or Turquoise pants for
ﬂexible good looks.
b.DK005
Natural Rise Pull-On
Cargo Pant in Hot Pink
(HPKZ)
upper right:
Inﬁnity Rush Canvas
Slip-ons in Cheerful
Tie-Dye (TCTD)
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